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Mission: 
Inspire lasting energy solutions

Approach: 
Link community voices with science, data, 

and innovative partnerships

Deliver best available information to 
decision-makers

Outcomes: 
Energy poverty reduction

Economic development
Community well-being

About 
TEPRI
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Our Work

RESEARCH & 
EVALUATION

Advance collective 
knowledge about low-
income consumers and 
their relationships to 

energy.

DECISION TOOLS

Develop tools to 
stakeholders make more 

informed decisions 
about serving energy 

needs.

STAKEHOLDER 
FORUMS

Connect professional 
peers from power sector, 

social services, and 
housing.

OUTREACH & 
EDUCATION

Reinvent energy 
consumer engagement 

for more effective 
programs.
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Holistic approach: How can energy promote self-sufficiency.

HOUSING HEALTH

EDUCATION ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

ENERGY
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Energy Poverty

This situation may be related to problems of accessibility, 

affordability, or awareness. 
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All household energy 
expenses over a 12 month 

period, including electricity, 
utility gas, and bottled fuel

Energy Expenditures

Total household income 
(before taxes) for the 

same 12 month period

Household Income Energy Burden

When more than 10% of household income goes towards
energy costs, it is an indication of energy poverty.

It does not tell us who is going without basic energy services 
whether because of affordability, awareness, or accessibility.
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Energy Burden in Texas
This chart compares the energy burden average for Texas across the income brackets.

Low-income Energy Burden
For all low-income households in Texas, 
the average energy burden is 10%

10%

Statewide Average
For all households in Texas, the 
average energy burden is 3%

3%

Low-income Population
Of the 9+ million households in Texas,
41% are 0-80% AMI (~3.8 million)

41%

LEAD DATA ANALYSIS

Low-income avg. energy burden

Statewide avg. energy burden
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Mapped by TEPRI (2019)  | Data Source: 
U.S. Department of Energy, 2018, 

Low-Income Energy Affordability Data (LEAD), 
with population data from 2015 5-Year 

American Community Survey (U.S. Census)

Density of Low-income Households 
Compared to High Energy Burden Average

Density of low-income population may not translate into high energy burden

High energy burden may not correlate with density of low-income households.

<9.5% <12% <15% <19% <31%

Energy Burden of Low-income Households (0-80% AMI)
Census Tract-Resolution

<400 <700 <1,000 <1,500 <2,750

Sum of Low-income Households (0-80% AMI)
Census Tract-Resolution

GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS
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Source: American Council For An Energy Efficiency Economy

DRIVERS EXAMPLES OF FACTORS THAT INCREASE ENERGY BURDEN 

Physical 

Housing age and type (e.g., manufactured homes) 

Heating system, fuel type, and fuel cost 

Poor insulation, leaky roofs, inefficient and/or poorly maintained HVAC systems, and/or inadequate air sealing 

Inefficient large-scale appliances (e.g., refrigerators, dishwashers) and lighting sources 

Weather extremes that raise the need for heating and cooling 

Economic 

Chronic economic hardship due to persistent low income 

Sudden economic hardship (e.g., severe illness, unemployment, or disaster event) 

Inability to afford (or difficulty affording) up-front costs of energy efficiency investments 

Difficulty qualifying for credit or financing options to make efficiency investments 

Behavioral 

Lack of access to information about bill assistance or energy efficiency program options 

Lack of knowledge about energy conservation measures and impacts/cost savings 

Increased energy use due to age, number of people in the household, or disability 

Policy 
Insufficient or inaccessible policies and programs for bill assistance, weatherization, and energy efficiency for low-income households 

Certain utility rate design practices, such as high customer fixed charges, that limit customers’ ability to respond to high bills through 
energy efficiency or conservation 

DRIVERS OF HIGH ENERGY BURDENS
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“[We trade off by] buying less food, we have been known 
to open the windows and go without AC in the summer and 
just turn on fans, and it does get hot sometimes. And then 
just cutting corners elsewhere, not going out to movies and 

doing things with the kids.” 

Survey Participant in Waco, Texas

LICP SURVEY INTERVIEWS
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Trade-offs

Methods 
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36% of  the 18-24 year old segment identified that 
they delay or skip food because of their utility bills.

Survey Question
Do your utility bills cause you to delay or 
skip necessary spending or payments in 
any of the following categories? Please 

select all of that apply.
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Example output and 
interface of Energy 

Poverty Risk 
Mapping Tool

Community Needs Assessments
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Advance community goals to
Improve air quality and advance 

climate action plans

Environmental

Adapted from: https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2019/05/equitable-policy-storage-principles.pdf

Ensure that communities are 
included and empowered 

Representation

Promote local economic 
development and job growth

Economic Growth

Improve quality of life 
and decrease stress

Health Outcomes

Help reduce electricity bills & 
protect customers from risk

Customer Protection
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Utility-Scale
Hydro, Biomass, Wind, Solar, Geothermal

Customer-Sited
Solar, Geothermal heat pumps, Biomass

Community
Solar, Wind (rare)

Opportunity for system-wide savings, 
more certain electricity rates, and 

social benefits to the environment.

Ownership involves high upfront costs. 
Ways around these high costs include: 

grant funding, low-income utility 
rebates, and leasing models.

Community projects are sited to achieve 
optimal productivity. Participation is modeled 

as ownership, lease, or subscription. 
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Rooftop Solar Potential of LMI Housing

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory

Absolute residential solar potential by county

County LMI rooftop 
technical potential as 
percent of total residential 
potential
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To ensure that the benefits of renewable energy 
solutions flow to low-income communities, program 
design and marketing must remove common barriers.

• Older housing that may not be suitable
• Higher percentage of renters 
• Lack of housing stability / likely to move

• Lack of capital to afford upfront costs
• No or low credit ratings
• Uncertainty in life circumstancesThis solar carport at the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center in 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, delivers 23 MWh/year to the local 
utility grid. 
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
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Austin Energy reserved half of its 2.6 MW La Loma 
Community Solar project for customers who are 
eligible for its Customer Assistance Programs (CAP).

La Loma Community Solar

Renters and others can access local solar without 
installing on their own roof

No upfront costs, no maintenance responsibilities

If the customer moves and stays with the same 
utility, they maintain participation

Savings from day one, participants who are CAP-
eligible receive a 1.5¢/kWh discounted rate
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NOT
Interested
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YES
Interested
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Emergency Assistance Long-term Solutions
Only 5% of Texas households who are eligible 

for LIHEAP received it in 20171

U.S. electricity prices have increased ~15% in the past 
ten years, 3 while wage growth has been low or flat 4

Expensive alternatives, such as high-interest short-term 
loans or using a credit card, compound financial strain

LIHEAP funding was down 32% from 2010-17 1

Funding is up 9% for 2019 compared to 2017 2

Renewables have the potential to improve quality of life, 
reduce stress, and improve air quality

1
2
3
4

Low-income solar programs tend to guarantee day 
one savings that will persist or grow over time

Income disparity in solar adoption is receiving 
widespread attention and converting into action

The declining cost of solar is creating new opportunities 
to offer affordable options to low-income customers
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High Leverage Strategy

Federal 
Programs

Utility 
Programs

Community 
Driven 

Approaches

Affordable
Housing 

Development

Innovative 
Financing 
Models 

Enabling
Policy 

Environmental 
Protection

Social
Equity

Economic
Opportunity

Heating and Cooling Assistance

Energy Efficiency

Distributed Solar
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Source: Clean Energy States Alliance: Directory of State Clean Energy Policies and Programs for Low-and Moderate-Income Residents, December 2018

https://www.cesa.org/assets/Uploads/State-Low-Income-Programs.pdf
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Source: Rocky Mountain Institute: Finding Value in the Energy Future – How Utilities can Collaborate with Low-And Moderate-Income Customers To Do More, 2018

https://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/090418-Leap-Utility-Business-Models-V2.9-1.pdf
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Thank you.

Join our mailing list at:

txenergypoverty.org

Email me, Dana Harmon: 
dana@txenergypoverty.org


